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May 2010 

Status Report  
 
230 – Oil Spill Prevention and Response (OSPR) Committee 
Objectives / Description:  The committees’ main goal is to minimize the risks and impacts 
associated with oil transportation by working to ensure that strong spill prevention and response 
capabilities exist in the region. The committee achieves this by monitoring state and federal 
regulations; reviewing contingency plans; monitoring and participating in oil spill drills and 
exercises; and investigating developments in prevention, containment, and response and clean up 
technology 
 
Accomplishments since the last report: OSPR continues to monitor industry drills and exercises 
and changes to the contingency plan. The VMT C-Plan Coordination Workgroup continues to 
focus on the re-write of the VMT C-plan. The ANS Crude properties workgroup has provided a 
gallon of ANS crude to a laboratory chose by PWSRCAC to be analyzed for properties affecting oil 
spill response. The committee recently advertised for contingency plan review contractors to 
help with PWSRCAC’s C-plan contractor pool, and the committee will assist in reviewing those 
proposals at their next meeting in April. PWSRCAC staff continues to meet with SERVS on a 
monthly basis to discuss SERVS’ response operations. Staff expected reports on the 
investigations of the Pathfinder grounding and spill in late March; the reports are now presumed 
to be released in early May. In January 2010, a shortfall of available vessels to meet the C-plan 
requirements was reported by Alyeska.  As a result, Alyeska/SERVS approached PWSRCAC staff 
and proposed a joint project to look into the root cause for the decline in participation in the 
Alyeska/SERVS’ Fishing Vessel Program. The proposed effort is to hire a third party contractor to 
look into the decline of participating vessels and to develop specific recommendations to reverse 
the decline and to make the program more robust in the future. The C-Plan project team and 
several OSPR committee members met on February 23 and decided that SERVS’ proposed project 
is a sensible way forward. Staff has developed a draft RFP for the project that Alyeska is 
currently reviewing. However, movement on the project has stalled until an agreement is settled 
between Alyeska/SERVS and fishermen. Response vessels from Cordova, Homer, Kodiak, and 
Valdez have signed letters of intent to stand-down by May 1, 2010 if Alyeska/SERVS doesn’t 
negotiate a compensation package agreeable to the fleet.  A team comprised of Alyeska/SERVS 
operations and commercial staff was formed in late March to begin a formal review of the 
compensation structure. Staff will continue to monitor the status of this negotiation and 
participation of vessels in the APSC/SERVS fishing vessel program. Finally, staff anticipates 
implementing part of the Incident Response Plan during the SeaRiver exercise in June.  Staff will 
be reviewing role and responsibilities and expectations with the board at the May Board meeting.  
 
240 – Port Operations and Vessel Traffic Systems Committee 
Objectives: The Port Operations and Vessel Traffic Systems (POVTS) Committee monitors port 
and tanker operations in Prince William Sound. POVTS identifies and recommends improvements 
in the Coast Guard Vessel Traffic System and monitors the vessel escort system. The group was 
instrumental in the original Prince William Sound Risk Assessment, which led to the addition of 
high-performance tugboats that define the sound’s world-class tanker escort system. 
 
Accomplishments since the last report: The POVTS Committee has met three times this year so 
far.  The committee continues to take an active role in improving the Vessel Escort and Response 
Plan (VERP) as well as the escort system so that all laden tanker in PWS will continue to be 
escorted by two escorts. The U.S. House previously passed the Coast Guard Authorization Bill 
containing language to preserve the escort system in Prince William Sound and the action on this 
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measure now waits in the U.S. Senate. The committee and staff are also actively working with 
SERVS in an effort to identify needed upgrades for the Ice Detection Radar System and continue a 
plan for it to be completed, which will include the ability to store and transmit the data for 
scientific purposes. SERVS will be conducting a major overhaul at Reef Island this year.  In 
addition, staff continues forward with the in-house analysis of the data complied during the 
SAFETUG II & I project as directed by the POVTS Committee. Another project is Corrosion in 
Double Hulls and PSWRCAC staff will continue to solicit the shippers for surveys on a bi-annual 
basis or as tankers return from overhaul and will report to the board on the findings. Lastly, 
committee and staff are seeking support for a deep-water weather buoy in the Valdez Arm. For 
more information, please see the detailed status reports for each of these projects. 
 
250 – Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) 
Objectives:  The Scientific Advisory Committee oversees the PWSRCAC Environmental 
Monitoring Program that encompasses site-specific and region-wide monitoring activities and 
supports PWSRCAC projects in this subject area.  General support for committee members 
includes meeting expenses and conference calls. Travel includes a technical conference or 
seminar for committee members to increase their general maritime knowledge, to encourage 
networking and communication, and enhance their ability to assist committees. The committee’s 
objective is to provide scientific advice and technical oversight to various PWSRCAC research 
projects under the environmental monitoring program including, but not limited to: Long Term 
Environmental Monitoring, Chemical Dispersants, In-Situ Burning, Hydrocarbon Toxicity and Non-
Indigenous Species. 
 
Accomplishments since the last report: SAC has met twice in 2010 and is scheduled to meet 
again telephonically on April 15. Some committee highlights include - on March 2-4, 2010 staff 
and committee members attended the Marine Invasive Species Subcommittee of the Alaska 
Invasive Species Working Group that was held to identify key issues and recommend priority 
actions to address marine invasive species in Alaska.  The LTEMP laboratory inter-calibration 
process is being addressed by the board at the May meeting as SAC received the final testing 
results and will make a final laboratory selection at the SAC meeting in April. In June, SAC 
member John French will present a paper on dispersants issues at the AMOP conference in 
Hallifax. Finally, staff has been asked to facilitate sample transport for the DFO Canada team 
requests to ADF&G to collect Alaskan herring samples for testing at the Halifax and New 
Brunswick facilities. For more information, please see the detailed status reports for each of 
these projects. 
 
260 – Terminal Operations and Environmental Monitoring Committee 
Objectives: The Terminal Operations and Environmental Monitoring (TOEM) Committee 
identifies actual and potential sources of episodic and chronic pollution at the Valdez Marine 
Terminal. Most of the TOEM Committee's work focuses on ballast water treatment and its impact 
on water quality in Port Valdez, and on air quality issues stemming from hydrocarbons emitted 
during tanker loading and other facility operations. TOEM Committee monitors and comments 
on air and water quality standards, reviews operating permits at the terminal, and conducts 
independent research. Early air health studies promoted by the committee led to vapor recovery 
at the terminal to drastically reduce air pollution.  
 
Accomplishments since the last report: The TOEM Committee has met three times this year so 
far. The TOEM Committee continues to take an active role in the VMT Strategic Reconfiguration, 
and more specifically, the Ballast Water Treatment Facility (BWTF) Reconfiguration. Work on the 
renovation process is continuing; however, it has slowed somewhat due to wintertime conditions 
at the Valdez Marine Terminal.  Another key project is the NPDES Permit Renewal. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency is currently developing a renewed NPDES permit.  Alyeska, EPA, 
and ADEC expect that renewed permits will be issued by November 2011. Another project of 
interest is the VMT System Integrity Issues; Alyeska has provided PWSRCAC with reasonably 
complete lists of project activities and maintenance activities for this year. Other projects include 
the joint committee interest in the Alaska North Slope (ANS) Crude Oil properties at the VMT, 
and the Valdez Air Quality project as staff continues to participate in design reviews for projects 
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that will reduce emissions at the VMT. Lastly, staff continues forward with the in-house analysis 
of the data complied during the SAFETUG I & II projects as directed by the POVTS Committee and 
supported by the TOEM Committee. The final SAFETUG II meeting is scheduled for Vancouver on 
May 17.  Tom Kuckertz is making preparations to attend the meeting.  For more information, 
please see the detailed status reports for each of these projects. 
  
 
270 – Legislative Affairs Committee 
Objectives:  The Legislative Affairs Committee (LAC) monitors, develops, and communicates 
positions on state and federal legislation as well as executive actions affecting oil transportation 
safety and other issues of concern to PWSRCAC. 
 
Objectives for this committee are to meet bi-weekly between December – May, including oral 
reports from legislative monitors in Juneau and Washington, and have additional LAC meetings 
as needed. In addition, LAC is to receive weekly written reports from state legislative monitor 
between January – May. 
 
Accomplishments since the last report: The Legislative Affairs Committee is monitoring a few 
legislative bills of interest to PWSRCAC. LAC continues to focus primarily on the issue of the 
escort system and the opportunities, if any, for action on it at the state level. At this point, the 
Coast Guard bill remains in the U.S. Senate awaiting approval. PWSRCAC Washington D.C. 
Representative Roy Jones has been working to simplify the regulatory language in the bill. 
Another bill is House Bill 12, Creation of Alaska Invasive Species Council, which was reviewed 
during this legislative session but it appears that it will not be scheduled for possible future 
action until the next session this fall. A lengthy hearing was held on the coastal management bill, 
House Bill 74; however, at this point, it is not scheduled for further review/discussion in this 
legislative session.  For more information please contact PWSRCAC Director of External Affairs, 
Stan Jones. 
 
280 – Information and Education Committee (IEC) 
Objectives:  Outreach is an integral part of the council’s mission.  The committee’s goal is to 
support PWSRCAC’s mission by fostering public awareness, responsibility, and participation 
through information and education. This project is ongoing. Information will be used to connect 
with students, teachers and the public to encourage involvement with the council’s activities. The 
committees’ objective is to create and support projects that effectively reach out to the public, as 
well as seek opportunities to collaborate with other organizations and to update its current and 
future projects.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report: Joe Banta and Linda Robinson participated in a 
statewide Alaska Marine Invasive Species Workshop in Seward March 2-4.  A number of priorities 
were identified associated with marine invasive species in Alaska.  Participants from a number of 
organizations in state as well as presenters from out of state attended. They also teleconferenced 
with Howard Ferren, of the Alaska Sealife Center on March 25 regarding the invasive's 
curriculum. The distance learning (DL) session of the invasive species curriculum will be a 50-
minute long session delivered to schools in coastal Alaska via video conferencing equipment. It is 
estimated that at least 5 distance learning sessions would be available to coastal Alaska schools 
in the month of September. The outreach portion of the program will be a 50-minute program 
that our educator(s) will deliver directly to classrooms. The distance learning and outreach 
programs will be nearly identical. By August 15, the committee plans to have the final version of 
both lessons ready to implement. Deliveries of the distance learning and outreach programs are 
expected to begin in October. Jane Eisemann and Ruth E. Knight of the IEC along with Carlyn 
Nichols of Seward are reviewing the curriculum. In addition, the Chugach Children’s Forrest 
(formerly Recovering the Sound) is in its second year and along with two annual excursions for 
students to learn about the Chugach National Forest, Prince William Sound and its communities, 
a website is being created as a “virtual visitor center”. March 31-April 2 Linda Robinson, and two 
interviewers from the Alaska Geographic interviewed several community members about such 
things as commercial fishing, changes in the area, and affects of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill.  
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Some of these videos will be part of the Chugach Children’s Forest website. Finally, in Chenega 
Bay, Tatitlek and Whittier (and possibly extending to a home school group in Valdez), work has 
begun with the Chugach School District to incorporate storytelling and the Sound Stories site into 
a 3- year climate change research project.  
 
500 – Terminal Operation Program 
Objectives:  This program is intended to monitor actual and potential environmental impacts 
stemming from the operation of the Valdez Marine Terminal, and to review operational and 
maintenance practices at the facility in the interest of mitigating those impacts.  Specific 
objectives of the Terminal Operations Program are:  (1) to monitor, develop, and recommend 
PWSRCAC positions on Terminal operations issues; (2) to support maintenance and improvement 
of Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT) facilities; (3) to promote compliance with existing 
environmental regulations; (4) to monitor enforcement of and funding for existing environmental 
regulations; and (5) to identify inadequacies in existing and proposed environmental regulations. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Crude Oil Throughput Rates at VMT 

 
Accomplishments since the last report:  Alyeska reports that a total of 17,138,955 barrels 
loaded in March for a daily loading rate of the average daily rate was 552,870 barrels per day, 
significantly down from January when 22,609,119 barrels were loaded at the VMT for a daily rate 
of 729,326 barrels per day.  When the average daily loading rate is considered on a yearly basis 
(including the first three months of 2010), as shown in Figure 2, the decline in loading appears to 
be continuing at the rate first observed in 2006.   
 
The total value of cargo loaded each month in Valdez is shown in Figure 3.  The total value of 
cargo loaded decreased slightly in March to $1,354,923,813.  On average, approximately $1.4 
billion in cargo is now being loaded each month at the Valdez Marine Terminal.  Cost figures 
were developed from spot prices quoted in the Wall Street Journal.  Each tanker leaving Valdez 
carries a cargo that can be approximately valued at $70,000,000.   
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Figure 2  -- Yearly Decline in Throughput since 2002  

 
Staff continues to monitor the inventory levels at the Valdez Marine Terminal.  Inventory levels 
for the winter of 2009/2010 are shown in Figure 4.  At the beginning of the season, inventories 
typically fell in the range of 50% to 90% of the available storage capacity (15 tanks having a 
working inventory capacity of ~460,000 barrels each) at the VMT.  Alyeska reports that when 
inventories exceed 75%, the producers and shippers are notified so that production and shipping 
schedules can be better managed and/or minimal pro-rationing of North Slope production 
effected.  Starting in December 2009 inventory levels fell into the range from 20% to 35%, 
establishing a trend that has recently increased.   
 
Staff has been monitoring the throughput of the Alyeska’s Ballast Water Treatment Facility (BWTF) since 
January of 2003.  The average throughput was in excess of 10 million gallons per day at the start of 
2003.  It has now declined to a little more than 2 million gallons per day.  In 2003 about 90% of the 
throughput originated as oily ballast.  At present, only about 65% of the throughput originates as oily 
ballast water that has been offloaded for treatment.  The remainder is fresh water runoff from the 
secondary containments.  The daily throughputs since January of 2007 are shown in Figure 5.  Note that 
there is considerable variation that obscures the trends associated with the decline of throughput prior 
to 2007 and the flattening of the decline associated with the transition of the tanker fleet from single 
hull to double hull.  When the throughput data is averaged and displayed by month, the decline and 
flattening are clearly visible as shown in Figure 6 
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Figure 3 – Value of Oil Loaded at Valdez Marine Terminal 

 

 
Figure 4 –Inventory Levels at VMT 
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Figure 5 

BWTF Throughput on a daily basis since January 2008.   
Note that there is considerable variability on a daily basis. 

 

 
Figure 6 

BWTF throughput averaged on a monthly basis since January of 2003. 
A flattening of throughput starting in 2007 is clearly visible. 

 
503 BWTF Reconfiguration Project 
Objectives:  This effort seeks to examine the technical aspects of Ballast Water Treatment 
Facility (BWTF) reconfiguration sufficiently to confirm that stakeholder interests (mainly air and 
water quality issues) have been adequately addressed.  Towards the end of 2005, Alyeska 
announced a project to renovate its Ballast Water Treatment Facility.  For years, the Council had 
vigorously expressed its concerns over the emission of BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, 
and xylene), known hazardous air pollutants and carcinogens.   As the details of the renovation 
became known, it became clear that the renovations would address the Council’s air pollution 
issues.   
 
The objectives of this project are to confirm or to ensure that: (1) OPA 90 interests and concerns 
of PWSRCAC are adequately addressed in the reconfiguration of the BWTF; (2) design criteria 
driving the BWTF Reconfiguration are specifically identified and adequately address citizen 
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stakeholder concerns including air and water quality; and (3) appropriate quality assurance 
standards are in place such that reconfigured processes fully meet all regulatory compliance 
requirements.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report:  As originally designed, Alyeska’s Ballast Water 
Treatment Facility removed hydrocarbons from oily ballast in three consecutive stages (gravity 
separation, dissolved air flotation, and biological treatment) all of which were open to the 
atmosphere. Vapor control for Tanks 93 and 94 (the 1st stage of ballast water treatment) were put 
into routine operation during February of 2008.  Air strippers for collecting hazardous vapors 
and destroying them in incinerators as an assist to biological treatment became operational in 
May of 2009.  The DAF weirs are already covered.  The cells themselves remain to be covered; 
however, the preparation required before covering appears to be complete.   
 
Work on the renovation process is continuing; however, it has slowed somewhat due to 
wintertime conditions at the Valdez marine Terminal.   
 
505 VMT System Integrity Issues 
Objectives:  PWSRCAC has a continuing interest in identifying and mitigating oil spill risks at the 
Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT) and in Prince William Sound.  The 200,000-gallon spill from 
corroded gathering pipes on the North Slope during the spring of 2006 has reminded everybody 
that we must be ever vigilant. Alyeska identifies and prioritize TAPS pipes and petroleum 
handling assets that might be subject to premature failure occasioned by corrosion by means of 
its PIT (Pipeline Integrity Testing) program.  .  Additionally the Joint Pipeline Office uses its 
Corrosion Management Plan to address the technical and regulatory aspects associated with 
Alyeska’s corrosion management activities.   
 
The objectives of this project are to confirm or ensure that: (a) specific VMT system issues 
become known to PWSRCAC; (b) identified integrity issues do not pose an increased risk for 
spillage of oil; and (c) proper procedures are in place and used to resolve system integrity issues 
 
Accomplishments since the last report:  Staff continues to attend meetings wherein efforts and 
progress on Alyeska’s project Z623, Secondary Containment Testing and Repairs are discussed in 
detail.  While testing the manholes to verify that the repairs were properly made, Alyeska 
discovered more leaks.  These leaks exist in the “sewer” piping below the secondary containment 
that connects the two manholes in each of the containments for Tanks 5 and6 and for Tanks 7 
and 8.  Alyeska has affected temporary repairs using a lay flat liner.    
 
During a routine inspection of the loading arms on Berth 4, excessive (i.e. not expected) wear of 
the ball bearing at the pivot point at the top of the arm was observed.  In fact, the bearing race 
has rotated for some of the arms such that a complete inspection has been hindered.  Alyeska 
reports that the bearing assembly is not leaking and the risk of it leaking has not increased 
significantly.  Nevertheless, Alyeska has indicated that repairs will be made this coming summer 
and that Berth 5 will be the preferred loading Berth when scheduling and weather will not require 
the use of Berth 4. 
 
Staff observed Alyeska’s plans for project work at the Valdez Marine Terminal for next summer’s 
construction season.  Alyeska has provided reasonably complete lists to staff of the project work 
being scheduled for next summer.  Staff will follow up as appropriate.   
 
551 – NPDES Permit Renewal 
Objectives: For tankers loading crude oil at the Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT), the oily ballast 
water ballast is discharged to and treated at the VMT’s Ballast Water Treatment Facility (BWTF).  
From many parts per thousand, the oil concentration in the ballast water is reduced to a few 
parts per million at the point it is discharged into Port Valdez.  The treated ballast water is 
discharged under a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.  The 
concentration of pollutants being discharged by Alyeska typically is within that permitted by 
NPDES, but a large volume of the discharge effectively historically put tens of gallons of oil into 
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Port Valdez every day.  Now that double hull tankers comprise most of the set of tankers calling 
at the Valdez Marine Terminal, the volume of oily ballast water to be processed is greatly 
reduced and the fraction total effluent contributed by freshwater runoff is significantly 
increased.  Alyeska’s current NPDES permit will expire in the next year.  Alyeska’s renovation of 
the BWTF has significantly affected the operating processes.  Consequently, many changes to the 
current NPDES permit are expected when renewal is requested.  This project seeks to monitor the 
NPDES renewal of Alyeska’s NPDES permit sufficiently to confirm that stakeholder interests 
(mainly air and water quality issues) with respect to “citizens promoting environmentally safe 
operation of the Alyeska terminal and associate tankers” have been adequately addressed.  
Project is finished when Alyeska NPDES permit is issued as expected in 2011.   
 
The objectives of this project are to confirm or to ensure that: (1) OPA 90 interests and concerns 
of PWSRCAC are adequately addressed in any renewal of the NPDES permit; (2) the allowable 
discharge limits now imposed by the permit are still appropriate to prevent adverse effects on 
the marine environment of Port Valdez; (3) monitoring requirements, specifically related to 
monitoring level of hydrocarbons in the water column in and around the permitted mixing zone, 
are adequate (4) the extent to which the BWTF renovation may have affected the effluent 
discharged from the BWTF is incorporated into the renewed permit; (5) specific recommendations 
for the Pollution Prevention Program are required in the renewed permit; (6) monitoring and 
sampling provisions of the current permit are reviewed for compliance; (7) public agency review 
is facilitated; (8) coordination with air quality permits is effected; and (9) best availably 
technologies for further reducing the total amount of oil being discharged into Port Valdez are 
considered.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report: Alyeska’s Ballast Water Treatment Facility is designed to 
remove hydrocarbons from oily ballast in three consecutive stages (gravity separation, dissolved 
air flotation, and biological treatment). The treated ballast water containing residual oil and 
dissolved hydrocarbons is discharged into a mixing zone in Port Valdez subject to the 
requirements of the NPDES and mixing zone permits.  Payne Environmental Consultants, under 
contract with PWSRCAC is monitoring the permit development process.   
 
The NPDES renewal has been complicated by a number of issues: (1) the BWTF renovations are 
taking longer than expected with the final process configuration not yet decided; (2) the Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation (developer of the renewed permits) quite possibly 
may develop permits on a configuration not yet finalized; and (3) the renovations have 
significantly changed the operating processes; (4) these process changes have the potential to 
adversely affect the effluent discharged to the Port.   
 
The validity of the current NPDES permit has been administratively extended for an indefinite 
period of time by EPA and ADEC while they work their portions of the permits for which each is 
responsible.  Issuance of draft permits is not expected until 2011. The EPA (Mike Lidgard) reports 
that Erin Seyfreid is working the NPDES permit.  Sharmon Stambough and Shawn Stokes (ADEC) 
are developing the mixing zone permit.   Alyeska, EPA, and ADEC expect that renewed permits 
will finally be issued by November 2011. 
 
557 Valdez Air Quality 
Objectives: PWSRCAC is concerned that volatile organic compounds and other pollutants 
emitted from processes at the VMT may be affecting the quality of life in Valdez. The purpose of 
this project is to quantify, measure, and ultimately reduce concentrations of hazardous air 
pollutants in Valdez and at the VMT.  The specific objectives of the Valdez Air Quality Project 
are: (1) assess scope of effort necessary to study Valdez air quality issues; (2) identify and 
analyze applicable federal, state, and local rules and regulations; (3) review current air quality 
monitoring activities in Valdez as they pertain to VMT operations; (4) assess extent to which 
routine operations at the Valdez Marine Terminal emit EPA-listed pollutants into the Valdez air 
shed; and (5) recommend mitigation efforts as required.  The following priorities have been 
identified: (a) encourage EPA to cover the VMT in its NESHAP-OLD final rule; (b) encourage ADEC 
not to accept proposed amendments to Alyeska’s current air quality permit that would relieve 
Alyeska of adhering to boiler fuels limitations and opacity monitoring; (c) encourage ADEC to 
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work Alyeska’s Title V permit now pending with it; and (d) develop better estimates of total 
emissions from the VMT by means of emissions inventories, air quality modeling, and actual 
sampling of environmental parameters.   
 
PWSRCAC filed a Petition for Review of the NESHAP-OLD wastewater exemption in 2004.   
Alyeska’s declining ballast throughput and its renovation of the BWTF has resulted already in 
significant reductions in emissions from the BWTF.  Although the action requested in PWSRCAC’s 
petition was never completed, PWSRCAC objective of substantially reducing emissions from the 
BWTF has been achieved.  The 80% decline in quantities of ballast water plus vapor controls 
installed on the gravity separation processes (90s Tanks) have already reduced the quantity of 
hazardous air pollutants emitted from in excess of 200 tons per year to well below the EPA’s 
major source threshold of 25 tons per year.  Collection of vapors from the dissolved air flotation 
processes and replacement of the biological treatment processes with closed, media-bed, 
microbial processes augmented by air stripping to incinerators are expected to result in even 
further reductions.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report:  None, staff continues to monitor the air quality 
situation. 
 
564 – ANS Crude properties 
Objectives: Some of the physical parameters of Alaska North Slope Crude Oil, such as API 
gravity, temperature, viscosity, dispersability and emulsification factor and chemical properties 
such as hydrocarbon species content and toxicity are important with respect to resources that 
need to be available to meet the clean up requirements of State contingency plans and potential 
effects upon the environment.  Some of physical characteristics of ANS crude oil may have 
changed significantly since production began on the North Slope such that assumptions that rely 
on these properties may not be valid with respect to cleaning up a spill or assessing the 
environmental effects of a spill.  Considerable information on the properties of ANS has been 
compiled by public agencies and private organizations.  Regulators and citizen stakeholders need 
the latest information on ANS properties if they are to best accomplish their respective missions.   
 
After a prototype skimmer test at OHMSETT, the shippers are proposing use of a new oleophilic 
disk skimmer reputed to be considerably more efficient than the presently used skimmers.  If the 
efficiency of the skimmer can be verified, the ratio of oil to water the skimmed liquids will be 
considerably higher than that now attainable.  Then volume of storage for skimmed liquids 
needed to satisfy the response requirements of tanker contingency plans would be reduced.  
Perhaps a storage barge could be eliminated.  Currently, the skimmer efficiencies associated with 
use of ANS crude have not been verified.  Knowledge of the properties of ANS crude is thought to 
be necessary to verify expected performance of the new skimmers.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report: ATC provided Samples of Alaska North Slope crude oil 
on January 18, 2010 to S.L. Ross and Environment Canada.  The ANS samples at Environment 
Canada are presently undergoing analysis.  Staff attended tests of the prototype skimmer at the 
OHMSETT facility during the week of March 1 – 5.   
 
600 – Oil Spill Response Planning Program 
Objectives: Through this program, PWSRCAC develops positions and recommendations on oil 
spill response technologies, reviews state and federal contingency plans (C-Plans) and plan-
related issues, promotes compliance with and enforcement and funding of existing 
environmental regulations, supports maintenance and improvement of the Alaska Coastal 
Management Program (ACMP) process, and promotes the incorporation of local knowledge of 
sensitive areas in contingency planning.  
 
Accomplishments since the last report 
Alaska Regional Response Team (ARRT): 
There was a 2-day ARRT meeting in Juneau on January 26-27, 2010.  The first day was spent in 
an executive meeting to finalize the Charter and to discuss comments to Change 3 of the Unified 
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Plan.  The second day of the meeting included presentations from various captains of the ports 
around Alaska and from other state and federal agencies, and approval by the ARRT to Change 3 
of the State/Federal Unified Plan.   
 
651 – Contingency Planning Project 
Objectives:  This project monitors and comments on state contingency plans for the Valdez 
Marine Terminal (VMT), TAPS tankers, and related issues.  The project also promotes region-wide 
response capability focusing on areas outside of Prince William Sound.  Work is focused on the 
Prince William Sound (PWS) Tanker and VMT C-Plan renewals and continuous improvement 
processes.  The Tanker C-Plan expires in November 2012, and the VMT C-Plan expires in May 
2013.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report: 
PWS Tanker C-Plan 
455 Amendment:  Staff has put together a table of ADEC comments and requests for additional 
information (RFAI) and corresponding PWSRCAC comments and RFAIs for OSPR review.  These 
documents can be viewed at: http://www.pwsrcac.net/TCPlanAmendments_000.htm.    
 
ANS Crude Properties Work Group:  As reported at the February 18, 2010 OSPR meeting, a 
gallon of ANS crude was provided for laboratory analysis.  Staff is awaiting that analysis and 
expects a report in the near future. 
 
Valdez Marine Terminal C-Plan 
VMT Coordination Work Group Meetings:  The VMT C-Plan Coordination Work Group is 
scheduled to meet on April 8.  One of the work group’s goals is to focus on the re-write of the 
VMT C-Plan.  As of the writing of this status report, no new information is available.  Staff will 
update OSPR at the meeting on April 13. 
 
C-Plan Review Contractor:  A Request for Statement of Qualifications was recently advertised for 
contingency plan review contractors, and eight proposals were received.  Contractor 
recommendations will be provided at the OSPR meeting for OSPR approval.   
 
653 – Weather Data Project 
Objectives This project studies wind, water current and other environmental factors near the 
Valdez Marine Terminal, in Prince William Sound, and in the Gulf of Alaska which may affect the 
ability to prevent, respond to, contain, and clean up an oil spill.  
 
Accomplishments since the last report: Data from the Cape Saint Elias weather station can be 
accessed here - http://denali.micro-specialties.com/CapeStElias/.  Staff met with PWSSC staff 
again to work on getting the station data into the NWS MADIS external data collection 
portal/gateway used to incorporate external datasets.  The process is more difficult than initially 
thought.  But we have obtained additional information from NWS staff and are working on the 
issue.  Richard Brown with Micro-Systems, who provided the station, is reviewing some of the 
data formatting issues that may help make things work.   
 
Staff has helped the Alaska Marine Exchange and the Cape Saint Elias Lightkeepers’ Association 
gets in contact with one another, as the AME folks are interested in using Cape Saint Elias as a 
site for a VTS repeater site.   
 
The results from the summer saline layering data collection should be coming in by June 30 and 
we may schedule a presentation about it at an upcoming SAC meeting.  Initial information can be 
found at http://www.aoos.org/fieldexp/index.html.  Principal investigator Mark Halverson 
reports that the final report is on track for completion by the June 30 due date and that it will 
use data from many seasons.  This should greatly increase its usefulness.  The data collected this 
summer has been processed and is available on the AOOS ftp website: 
http://penguin.sfos.uaf.edu/output/pws/Pegau/CTD/ASCII/ 
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654 – Geographic Response Strategies Development 
Objectives: This project promotes region-wide sensitive area protection capability as part of the 
Prince William Sound Tanker C-Plan.  It supports the development of geographic response 
strategies (GRS) in the PWSRCAC region as a primary mechanism for protection of sensitive areas 
and resources.  Following development of GRS, this project supports incorporation into the 
State/Federal Subarea plans for the PWSRCAC region.  The information obtained from this 
project is used to determine which sensitive areas and resources require protection in the event 
of a spill, and strategies that would help mitigate the impacts.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report: The GRS Tactics Workgroup meeting that had been 
scheduled on January 14, 2010 was postponed until February 4, 2010 due to the unavailability of 
people working on the Adak spill.  Additional information may be available at the OSPR meeting 
on February 9, 2010. 
 
700– Oil Spill Response Operations Program 
Monthly meetings with SERVS and other SERVS activities: At the April 1, 2010 meeting, SERVS 
shared their maintenance schedule.  Of interest for the major equipment, the Barge 450-3 will be 
going through semi-annual maintenance the first two weeks of April and the 450-7 has annual 
maintenance from April 16 to 23rd.  The Attentive will be in dry-docked at Seward starting April 
25th.  The VMT spring exercise is April 21 and the scenario is a 90K barrel spill from the berth 
system.  Fishing vessel training will be occurring in Homer, Seward, Valdez, and Cordova in April. 
 
SERVS Fishing Vessel Shortage: Alyeska/SERVS approached PWSRCAC staff and proposed a joint 
effort to look into the root cause for the decline in participation in the Alyeska/SERVS’ Fishing 
Vessel Program.  The proposed effort is to hire a third party contractor to outline the importance 
of the program, look into the decline of participating vessels, and to develop specific 
recommendations to reverse the decline and to make the program more robust in the future.  
The goal of this cost-sharing effort is to come up with third-party recommendations to assist 
Alyeska/SERVS in developing long-term solutions for retaining the appropriate number of 
response ready vessels in the program.  The C-Plan project team and several OSPR committee 
members met on February 23 and decided that SERVS’ proposed project is a sensible way 
forward.  Staff has developed a draft RFP for the project that Alyeska is currently reviewing.  
Staff is looking at distributing the RFP in May, sometime after Alyeska and the fishing fleet 
negotiate a compensation agreement.  Staff continues to monitor the status of participating 
vessels in the APSC/SERVS fishing vessel program.  APSC/SERVS sent a status update email 
message on April 1, 2010 to all fishing vessel participants.  Kathy Zinn of Alyeska met with 
fishing vessel owners during the Kodiak and Homer training in late March to hear concerns.  
Alyeska is working towards providing the fishermen with a proposal in response to the “Letter of 
Intent” that was submitted by fishing vessel owners from the Cordova, Homer, Kodiak, and 
Valdez response fleet. 
 
January 19, 2010 Mineral Creek TransRec Exercise; Port Valdez, PWS: This TransRec exercise 
involving the Mineral Creek and Alert was a follow up open water task force exercise from the 
Unannounced drill in Sheep Bay on December 10, 2009.  The exercise intended to focus on the 
deployment of the larger U-boom first with rapid response bowpickers from Cordova rather than 
the usual procedures of deploying the concentrator (Kepner) boom first.  ADEC noted that the 
deployment times are not as efficient as they should be (the plan requires 1 hour deployment of 
equipment), and ADEC is looking to see SERVS change some of their procedures to expedite the 
deployments.  There has been no new information to the development of new procedures for 
that open water tactic. 
 
Pathfinder Grounding and Spill: Two investigations are on-going as to the cause of the incident.  
The local MSU USCG is investigating the incident as it pertains to the grounding of the Pathfinder 
and the USCG 17th District is looking into the USCG’s traffic center role as it pertains to the 
incident.  Staff was expecting these reports by late March, but now staff is speculating that the 
reports may not be released until early May. 
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SeaRiver Drill; June 8-10, 2010: On June 8-10, 2010, SeaRiver Maritime will be conducting a drill 
in Valdez to fulfill their National Preparedness for Response Exercise Program (NPREP) regulatory 
requirements for the USCG.  The scenario is a 200K-barrel release, with 100K barrels of that 
amount immediately released.  Much of the focus of the drill will be validating the identification 
and logistics for establishment of staging areas for in-region and out-of-region resources; 
consider non-mechanical response options based on a net environmental benefit analysis, and 
utilizing tracking buoys to obtain real-time directional flow data and trajectory modeling.  
PWSRCAC will be activating parts of the Incident Response Plan in conjunction with this drill, 
focusing on internal and external communications and the mobilization of the Valdez office for 
PWSRCAC’s response operations.  PWSRCAC staff is hoping to engage the Board of Directors in 
real time during this drill with an emphasis on communications, soliciting input, and engaging in 
discussions related to the spill response. 
 
752 – Preparedness Monitoring  
Objectives:  RCAC's Drill Monitoring Project falls under a broader program called Oil Spill 
Response Operations.  Objectives for the Drill Monitoring Project are to promote oil spill 
response operational readiness within the EVOS region by observing, monitoring, and reporting 
on spill response drills, exercises, and trainings in the EVOS region; to provide citizens, 
regulatory agencies and responders (Alyeska and the shippers) with independent observations 
and recommendations to improve preparedness; and to provide citizen oversight. 
 
Targets of the Drill Monitoring Project included: 

• Monitor and report on regular oil spill drills and training exercises at the Valdez Marine 
Terminal and throughout the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill region to citizens, the Board, 
industry, and regulatory agencies. 

• Provide quarterly recommendations to the RCAC Board of Directors. 
• Keep RCAC's standing committees (OSPR, TOEM, POVTS, & SAC) informed. 
• Produce an annual report on effectiveness and progress of the regularly monitored drills. 
• Continue developing and implementing staff training for drill monitoring. 

 
Accomplishments since the last report: 
Cordova Operational Readiness Exercises: SERVS conducted two days of exercises on March 16 
and 17 in Cordova that included a TransRec barge in Sheep Bay and the Valdez Star and Harbor 
Busters in Orca Inlet.  Three Harbor Buster systems and Valdez Star were used in Orca Inlet to 
simulate oil recovery close to shore.  Six fishing vessels were also sent to Sheep Bay to work with 
the TransRec barge and this was the first time many of the Cordova fishing vessels had worked 
with an open water barge. 
 
Crowley Personnel Logistics Exercise: As part of the of the June 2010 exercise, a logistical 
exercise was conducted on January 12 to demonstrate Crowley Marine’s ability to move the 
additional relief crews need to back fill a spill response for the open water and nearshore 
taskforces.  This exercise required Crowley and SERVS to identify crews with the appropriate 
qualification and arrange transportation to one of the three response hubs (Whittier, Valdez, and 
Cordova) to be assigned to the field response.  This exercise went well with many of the relief 
crews located in state. 
 
Open Water Darkness Exercise in Port Valdez: SERVS and ATC are conducted a TransRec 
exercise in Port Valdez on January 19, 2010 to demonstrate improvements from the December 10 
Sheep Bay Drill.  This exercise included Rapid Response vessels from Cordova.  This exercise 
went better than the December drill but unlike that drill this drill was not no notice and the 
enhanced tug used for this exercise was already hipped up to the barge prior to the exercise. 
 
Upcoming Drills and Exercises 
SeaRiver Exercise: SeaRiver is planning an exercise for the week of June 7, 2010.  This will be a 
three-day exercise for a scenario 200,000 bbl spill.  SERVS will start on the first day and 
transition to SeaRiver on day two.  The third day will have a facilitated debrief. 
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Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT) Exercise: The spring VMT exercise will be conducted on April 21, 
2010 and will focus on large spill at berth 5.  This drill will include a major deployment of 
equipment including deployment of the Duck Flats, protection of the Solomon Gulch Hatchery, 
and numerous skimming systems around the terminal. 
 
800 - Maritime Operations Program  
Objectives: This program reviews port organization, operations, incidents, and the adequacy and 
maintenance of the vessel traffic system and coordinates with the Port Operations and Vessel 
Traffic (POVTS) Committee.  Major program components include participation with the Valdez 
Marine Safety Committee, monitoring changes to the escort system, reviewing Best Available 
Technology documents for the escort system and the Vessel Emergency Response Plan (VERP), 
participating in the monthly SERVS/RCAC communication meetings, monthly ADEC/RCAC 
communications meetings, and supporting maintenance for the NOAA weather stations.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report: Staff continues to participate in the PWSRCAC/SERVS 
monthly meetings.  Staff also monitors the daily movement of tankers, escort and response tugs 
and the inventory levels at the Valdez Marine Terminal.  All emergency towing exercises 
scheduled for 2009 have been completed. Staff will be working with SERVS to identify 2010 
towing exercises, and will participate as our schedules allow. 
 
Staff has sent a letter to the National Data Buoy Center, requesting that Station 46061 be 
calibrated (Seal Rocks), and that we be provided with a copy of the maintenance records for the 
station.  
 
The National Weather Service partnered with the Valdez School District and other local agencies 
in the area to create the first Annual Science and Technology Symposium for the elementary 
students in the Valdez area. The inaugural symposium was held on March 6th. The symposium is 
designed to expose elementary students on the various science and technology professions, 
which exist within Valdez and Prince William Sound. PWSRCAC staff participated in the year’s 
symposium, presenting on the Columbia Glacier, Green Crab and presence of EVOS oil in the 
Sound. There was a significant turnout for the inaugural symposium and the children in 
attendance were very knowledgeable and enthusiastic. Staff plans to continue its participation. 
 
801 – PWS Tanker Escort System  
Objectives: The OPA 90 provision that requires tankers transiting PWS to be escorted by two 
tugs will expire when the tanker fleet completes the transition to double-hull vessels.  Although 
the law does not require this change nationwide until 2015, it may be as early as 2009 that the 
TAPS tanker fleet has fully converted.  With the sunset of this critical federal requirement, the 
use of a two-escort system will hinge on voluntary compliance and state-level requirements. 
 
At the May 2007 board meeting, the following positions or goals were approved as measures for 
PWSRCAC to advocate for inclusion into the tanker contingency plan to be renewed in 2007:     
 

A) All laden tankers in Prince William Sound (PWS), including double-hulled tankers, should 
continue to be escorted by two escorts.  A PWS class/ETT tractor tug will be the primary 
escort and the PRT tractor tug will be the secondary escort; 

B) The Hinchinbrook Tug, pending future technological improvements, should always be a 
PRT.  When it is rotated during its maintenance schedule, it should be replaced by an 
equivalent vessel; 

C) The escort system should utilize full response capability per contingency plan and 
statutory regulations without waivers of prevention requirements; 

D) The PWSRCAC recognizes that the above positions can only be met at all times with no 
more than two laden tankers underway in the system at one time and requests that the 
TAPS shippers manage the system appropriately. 
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PWSRCAC was not successful in securing any of the above-mentioned items in the 2007 tanker 
contingency plan approved by the State of Alaska.  PWSRCAC will continue to advocate these 
measures for the long term.  
 
Also at the May 2007 Board meeting, the following positions/goals were adopted as part of a five-
year effort.  PWSRCAC staff and volunteers are now working towards obtaining sound technical 
background information to support the short and long-term goals such that our efforts are more 
defensible and more likely to succeed.  The long-term (five year) position/goals are:   
 

E) All tugs in the fleet will be “enhanced”; 
F) The Hinchinbrook Entrance tug should be a very maneuverable, ocean-going tug with high 

bollard pull and salvage capabilities; 
G) A one-way zone in the Valdez Arm; 
H) A dedicated fire fighting vessel for Port Valdez 

 
This project will assist PWSRCAC in determining the most appropriate level of prevention and 
response in Prince William Sound.  PWSRCAC is concerned that the shippers may eventually 
propose to reduce the escort and response system with the conversion to a double hull fleet and 
the sunset of the federal clause requiring tug escorts for laden oil tankers.  
 
The Marine Institute of the Netherlands (MARIN) has formed a research partnership known as the 
SAFETUG project for purpose of developing better tug technology.  SAFETUG includes many 
partners from industry and other stakeholders, among them PWSRCAC.  SAFETUG is generating 
vast amounts of data and information on tug performance that appears to be directly relevant to 
the two goals.  By means of an in-depth review and analysis of the SAFETUG data, PWSRCAC 
seeks to achieve a better understanding the various options and tradeoffs associated with the 
use of enhanced tractor tugs, prevention response tugs, and ocean going salvage tugs for 
prevention of groundings in Prince William Sound and beyond Hinchinbrook Entrance in the Gulf 
of Alaska. 
 
Staff will perform a review of SAFETUG project information and data in consultation with MARIN 
staff.  In accordance with the findings of the review selected portions of the SAFETUG data may 
be subjected to analysis by staff, volunteers, and, on an as needed basis, contractors having 
specific experience not otherwise found at PWSRCAC.   
 
The objectives of this project are: (1) develop a summary SAFETUG I data relevant, to the two 
Board goals cited above; (2) identify and analyze SAFETUG components; (3) recommend as 
appropriate SAFETUG components for additional analysis (4) develop specific relationships with 
industry and regulators sufficient to convey SAFETUG’s benefits to both in a fashion that 
addresses PWSRCAC’s stakeholder interests and concerns; (5) recommend appropriate SAFETUG 
components for inclusion in Prince William Sound tug escort system; and (6) report findings and 
results to the Council at the end of each phase.  
 
Joel Kennedy and Tom Kuckertz attended the SAFETUG general meeting in Rotterdam, 
Netherlands on October 1 and 2.  In addition, Joel and Tom attended a special meeting with 
MARIN staff at Wagenengen, Netherlands to discuss 41 issues and questions associated with 
SAFETUG reports and MARIN’s efforts.  A detailed trip report is available.  A password-protected, 
SAFETUG website has been setup.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report:  Since the November POVTS Committee Meeting, staff 
have been compiling information and begun working on a new webpage for the SAFETUG in-
house analysis. Staff have mailed DVD’s to the project team members, and will be holding the 
next project team meeting on April 9, 2010.  
 
U.S. House recently passed the Coast Guard Authorization Bill containing language to preserve 
the escort system in Prince William Sound.  The action on this measure now moves to the U.S. 
Senate.   Staff will be consulting with Roy Jones and LAC to determine how we can help promote 
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its passage there. A letter has been drafted and sent to the U.S. Senate asking for the continued 
support of congress to preserve the escort system.  
 
The investigations into the grounding of the tug pathfinder have not been released to date. Staff 
will be drafting a report on the investigation findings once they have been received.  
 
The final SAFETUG II meeting is scheduled for Vancouver on May 17.  Tom Kuckertz will attend 
the meeting.  Additionally, Tom will attend the portion of the 21st International Tug and Salvage 
Convention wherein reports on MARIN’s SAFETUG project will be given.  ITS 2010 conference 
organizers have agreed to substantially reduced fees for PWSRCAC attendees.   
 
A subcommittee of the SAFETUG Data Analysis Project Team has drafted and is presently 
finalizing an analysis that compares the waves used in the SAFETUG testing to those likely to be 
found in central Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska.  A subcommittee has also been 
formed in order to exam the caparisons between the escorts operating in PWS and those models 
used in the Marin tank studies. 
 
855 – Ice Detection Radar 
Objectives: In 2002, PWSRCAC jointly developed a radar system capable of detecting ice floating 
in the shipping lanes of the southern end of the Valdez Arm. The system, except for display, is 
located on Reef Island across the Valdez Arm from Columbia Bay (the source of the ice). The 
display of ice information is located at the SERVS duty office and the Coast Guard VTC. Recently, 
repairs to system components have been needed and scientific uses (study of ice movement, 
current characterization, melt rate of Columbia Glacier, observability of climate change, and 
others) of data produced by the radar have been identified. Consequently, it is important (a) to 
improve the reliability of the radar system by adding redundancy and upgrading obsolescent 
components; (b) to archive ice data to support scientific research in ice movement, oceanography 
and climate change.  Specifically, this project will identify necessary upgrades to the current Ice 
Detection Radar System such to make it more reliable by means of adding redundancy, and using 
the best available technology. Additionally, the feasibility of archiving the collected ice data for 
scientific research will be explored.  Promoting the maintenance and improvements to the Reef 
Island ice detection radar system directly supports PWSRCAC’s mission of promoting 
environmentally safe operation of the Alyeska terminal and associated tankers.    
 
Accomplishments since the last report: The system experienced an outage during a recent radar 
antenna replacement conducted by the Coast Guard on Reef Island. The system was restored in 
the SERVS duty office on March 6, 2010. The Coast Guard is working with Rutter Inc to obtain a 
software update so that the system may once again operational in the Vessel Traffic Center. 
SERVS is planning a major overhaul at Reef Island in 2010.  
 
C-Core has a provided a report which outlines all recommended modifications to the ice 
detection radar system.  
 
Staff received a response to the letter that was sent to U.S. Coast Guard District Seventeen to 
address the current situation surrounding the ice detection radar system per the board’s 
direction. The response was a positive one, the Admiral encouraged staff to work with the local 
MSU in drafting a Memorandum of Agreement to clarify ownership and maintain of the system. 
Staff will be establishing an ice detection radar work group in the coming weeks.  
 
858 – Corrosion in Double Hulls  
Objectives: Double hulls in tankers have presented specific challenges with respect to corrosion 
and corrosion prevention measures.  While PWSRCAC is not aware of any corrosion problems in 
the TAPS fleet, numerous papers and articles claim that double hull tankers are more prone to 
corrosion and are more difficult to inspect and maintain.  As the new double hull tankers enter 
the TAPS trade it is important that they are properly inspected, repaired and maintained.   It is 
important that PWSRCAC establish an awareness of the potential corrosion issues that can occur 
in both older and new build double hull vessels.   
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The objective of this project is to analyze the potential for corrosion in the space between the 
hulls of double hull tankers to minimize oil spills to the environment. Milestones that will be 
used to assess the progress of this project are: 1) acquire a better understanding of the possible 
corrosion effects on double hull tankers; and 2) Ensure that proper measures are being taken to 
maintain and inspect the vessels.  
 
Accomplishments since the last report: POVTS Committee has placed this project into a 
monitoring status. With the departure of the SR Long Beach and SR Baytown, as well as the 
addition of the new Veteran Class OSG tankers, the average age of the TAPS fleet was reduced 
from 11.5 years to 7.6 years. Over the past 10 months, PWSRCAC have received hull survey 
reports from Alaska Tanker Company and Polar Tankers. The POVTS committee will continue to 
solicit the shippers for surveys on a bi-annual basis and will report to the board on the findings. 
 
8XX – Valdez Arm Weather Buoy  
Objectives: This project is intended to provide accurate and timely weather data to those 
mariners who transit the Valdez Arm. The targeted recipient’s will include TAPS tankers, escort 
vessels, cruise ships, commercial fishing vessels and the general recreational boating community. 
The value of weather data also extends to response planning should a spill occur.  This project 
supports the RCAC mission by providing the organization with the best scientific knowledge on 
weather in the region to help make informed decisions and comments that are scientifically 
justified in an area of spill response where there is a significant data gap. The information from 
this project will be used directly for prevention as well as to comment on spill response policy, 
for regulatory and plan reviews by the state and the Regional Response Team and to support safe 
navigation.  The project is ongoing, and may include additional weather collection capabilities.   
 
Accomplishments since the last report: Staff has drafted a letter to be sent to Valdez Arm 
users, asking them for their support for this project. Once the bulk of the responses are in hand, 
they will accompany a letter to Senator Begich and NOAA, asking the Senator for his support and 
asking NOAA to initiate a project to commission the deep water weather buoy. 
 
900 – Environmental Monitoring Program 
Objectives: The Environmental Monitoring Program encompasses site-specific and region-wide 
monitoring activities and supports PWSRCAC projects in this subject area.  Project Manager costs 
include operating costs associated with projects. 
 
Accomplishments since the last report:  Focus has been on completing the LTEMP lab 
calibrations, Project 959 – Hydrocarbon Toxicity contracts, attending the MIS workshop in 
Seward, and other related project work.  
 
951 – Long Term Environmental Monitoring Program 
Objectives: As mandated by OPA 90, PWSRCAC initiated its Long Term Environmental 
Monitoring Program (LTEMP) in 1993.  The direction from OPA 90 is “to devise and manage a 
comprehensive program of monitoring the environmental impact of the operations of terminal 
facilities and crude oil tankers while operating in Prince William Sound.”  The LTEMP study 
design requires continual sampling, as long as oil flows through the pipeline. FY 2009 fieldwork 
was completed with the April 2009 sampling session conducted at 10 sites in Prince William 
Sound and the Gulf of Alaska via mussel tissue analysis. Sediments are also sampled at the Port 
Valdez sites.  Results are summarized in a year-end report.  Future project efforts beginning in 
FY 2010 will follow a reduced sampling frequency for LTEMP, as provided for in a new sampling 
plan accepted by the Board at its January 2009 meeting.  It requires one sampling session per 
year at the two Port Valdez sites and the Knowles Head site.  Then, every fifth year all 10 sites 
will be sampled. 
 
Accomplishments since the last report 
Scientific Response Plan:  Implementation of the LTEMP sampling process during a spill event is 
addressed in the PWSRCAC Scientific Response Plan (SRP) that is part of SAC’s overall science 
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planning project.  The SRP has been reviewed under a project team process coordinated by Dan 
Gilson.  The team met on July 18, 2009 and they have followed up with email edits then brought 
the revised document to SAC where it was approved at its Jan. 26, 2010 meeting.  Its next stop is 
the May 2010 board meeting.  The next step is for work to begin on the general science planning 
effort.   
 
FY 2010 LTEMP: FY 2010 sample collection under the new sampling plan took place July 3, 2009 
at Port Valdez and Knowles Head.  The lab inter-calibration testing process was slowed by a lack 
of a NIST SRM 2799 sample for Alpha Laboratories.  ABL split its sample in order to provide 
Alpha access to a sample and move the tests forward.  The goal was to have final results by the 
end of December.   Results from Alpha Analytical came in the first week of December and a brief 
summary report on December 15.  Final results from ABL, including serial dilutions and a 
summary report were received March 24.  SAC will make a final decision on which lab to use at 
their April meeting.   
 
FY2009 (08-09) LTEMP: FY 2009 fieldwork was completed with the April (winter) 2009 sampling 
session conducted at 3 sites in Port Valdez.  The annual report on the year’s work will be due this 
winter after the analytical lab is chosen, as the samples will be analyzed by the selected lab, once 
chosen. Peer review will be scheduled after receipt of the analytical report.   
 
LTEMP 06-07 and 07-08:  PECI provided a combine the 06-07 and 07-08 report, which was 
received in mid-December, 2009.    External peer reviewers Arny Blanchard and Michael Paine 
assisted John French, John Kennish and Roger Green in the peer review of the report in meetings 
on Feb. 11 and Feb. 23, 2010.  The final report will be considered at SAC’s meeting in April and 
then brought to the May Board meeting. 
 
952 – Environmental Monitoring Program 
Objectives: Previous Non-Indigenous Species (NIS) funded work focused primarily on supporting 
baseline NIS research in our region.  Plans for FY10 call for supporting the green crab monitoring 
network in our communities; a continuation of reviewing ballast water treatment technologies; 
commenting on local and national NIS regulations, including support for the passage of HB12 - 
An Act establishing the Alaska Council on Invasive Species in the Department of Fish and Game, 
plans to finish the hull fouling project started in FY08; and to consider more baseline research if 
granting opportunities (such as the current partnership with USF&WS) present themselves. 
 
Accomplishments since the last report:  Meetings, Presentations & Conferences.  On March 2-4, 
2010, staff attended the Marine Invasive Species Subcommittee of the Alaska Invasive Species 
Working Group (AISWG).  The workshop was held to identify key issues and recommend priority 
actions to address marine invasive species in Alaska.  It was hosted b the Alaska Sea Life Center 
and funded, in large part through the USF&W grant to PWSRCAC.  A three-page summary of the 
workshop is provided at the back of this briefing sheet, as the notes are over 50 pages.  If you’d 
like to review the notes, they can be found here –  
http://www.pwsrcac.net/committees/edcom/documents/WorkshopSummary-Draft-03-25-
10_2_.pdf 
 
Alaska Invasive Species Work Group:  Staff attends monthly meetings of this coordinating group.  
Staff also attends the Marine Subcommittee of this work group.  Under the subcommittee, staff 
has coordinate with other groups in planning support for HB12, including a Juneau educational 
workshop and luncheon in the Speaker’s Chambers of the Capital on Feb. 26.   
 
Citizen Monitoring Network.  Dan continues to lead up the Green Crab monitoring in our region. 
 
Hull Fouling Project.   The project is complete and the project report was accepted by the board 
earlier this year.   
 
Legislation.  While Rep. Johnson filed HB12 that would establish a state-wide coordinating entity 
for invasive species, the bill has not yet made it out of the House Resources Committee due to 
the significant numbers of oil and gas bills on the schedule for the committee.  Its beginning to 
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look doubtful that it will make it out of the session and it looks like it will need to be 
reintroduced next year.  PWSRCAC received a letter from Alaska Department of Fish & Game on 
Feb. 8, 2010 thanking PWSRCAC for communicating support for House Bill 12 on the subject of 
invasive species threats to Alaska’s economy and environment.  
 
USF&WS Funding.   We received year three of the grant ($72,000) in summer 2009.  In addition, 
we received a new grant of $30,000 specifically in support of the Alaska SeaLife Center project.  
As part of the work under this grant, the ASLC is organizing an invasives workshop in Seward on 
March 2 – 4.   
 
955 - Dispersants 
Objectives: This project provides for continued monitoring of research and regulatory issues 
regarding dispersants.  For many years, PWSRCAC has been pursuing answers to questions 
surrounding dispersant effectiveness and toxicity in the cold waters of our region. This pursuit 
has led to a number of studies on subjects including swirling flask laboratory testing, photo-
enhanced toxicity, test tanks, re-surfacing of dispersed oil, dispersants policy and other related 
subjects.   
 
Accomplishments since the last Report 
• An update to add 2009 dispersant articles into the 2008 comprehensive database of articles is 
complete and a draft will be brought to the committee. 
• The saline layering data gathered this summer in a co-funding effort with the PWS Science 
Center was discussed in a presentation at the Marine Symposium held the week of Jan. 21. 
Principal investigator Mark Halverson reports that the final report is on track for completion by 
the June 30 due date and that it will use data from many seasons.  This should greatly increase 
its usefulness.  The data collected this summer has been processed and is available on the AOOS 
ftp website: http://penguin.sfos.uaf.edu/output/pws/Pegau/CTD/ASCII/ 
• John French’s abstract on dispersants issues was accepted by AMOP for its June 2010 
conference in Hallifax.  SAC members Roger Green and John French will attend. 
 
959 - Hydrocarbon Toxicity 
Objectives: The Hydrocarbon Toxicity Project purpose is to research and address the gaps in 
knowledge regarding chronic toxic effects of oil, dispersed oil and in-situ burn (ISB) residue 
under study conditions closely approximating the marine waters in PWSRCAC’s region.  The 
biggest toxicity data gap is on the chronic level instead of the acute level.  This moves the project 
towards looking at the components that are most involved in chronic effects, i.e. polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) or other hydrocarbon materials causing chronic effects, or 
hydrocarbon fractions such as water-accommodated fractions (WAF) or chemically-enhanced 
WAF (CEWAF).  These materials could include the EPA lists of 17 or 34 PAHs, including the alkyl 
phenanthrenes.   Project studies will need to remove the acutely lethal fractions in some way to 
simulate the weathering or burning process and provide the components that lead to chronic 
toxicity.  The project may be done in two phases by initially looking at the compounds that are 
found in spilled oil, dispersed oil, and ISB residue (i.e. the compounds that once in the 
environment are bio-available).  After gathering that information and performing chronic toxicity 
testing on them, the project may evaluate these compounds in the dispersant/oil mixture 
CEWAF.  This project was formed by combining the existing projects of 934 – In Situ Burning, 957 
- Bioavailability, and 959 Hydrocarbon Uptake into a comprehensive Toxicity Project on chronic 
hydrocarbon toxicity in order to ensure adequate funding over a period of two to three years or 
more. 
 
Accomplishments since the last report 
FY 2010 Budget: A contract (via MOU) is complete with NOAA’s Auke Bay Lab (ABL), with work 
going into the FY 2012.  Staff has proposed some changes to the Environment Canada contract 
billing documentation in an effort to make the billing process go more smoothly.  Ken Lee 
contract team leader for Environment Canada will be in Anchorage and will provide a status 
report to the committee at its April 15 meeting. 
 


